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about this book

“To write,” Blanchot says, is “to trace a 
circle in the interior of which would 
come to be inscribed the outside of 
every circle.” The hinge of that syntax 
spins my attention like a planet to fall 
on “inscribed.” To inscribe, that is: to 
mark, in or on a surface, “as on a 
memorial,” to take away and/or add 
upon—more or less simultaneously--, 
and, in the geometric sense, it is to 
draw within a figure so as to contact as 
many points as possible; that is to say, 
it is the appeal of monument, our 
earliest book structure. It stills sees its 
utility and distribution in the guise of 
memory—at once a site, whether of 
architecture, sculpture, the cave, and 
then  again, a memorial; that language 
can be located and, by effect of its 
reading, on the move.

The concern, though consideration may 
be more appropriate, is old. Socrates 
tells Phaedrus of the Egyptian god 
Thoth, inventor of arithmetic, dice and 
geometry. He speaks of Thoth brining 



his newest invention, writing, to 
Thamus, the king of Egypt. The king 
responds to the device: “This discovery 
of yours will create forgetfulness in the 
souls of those who learn it because 
they will not use their memories; 
trusting to writing, their memories will 
be stimulated from the outside, by 
external written characters, and they 
will not remember by themselves, within 
themselves.” Only a hand to shake the 
shoulder, a voice disturbing dust.

So then, I start to wonder, just all books 
might be memory, and especially if you 
can cast that term as a metonymy for 
emotional response. So the text that 
follows was not a product of this 
thinking but a catalyst, to try to create a 
book that could capture memory’s 
activities. Here, in codex form, one 
book—inscribed with text and image 
alike to stimulate an affected system: 
the circulatory. Now destroyed, the 
second body of the book was once an 
affectation of the reader’s, wherein data 
was gathered via heart rate monitors 
during the codex’s reading to be 
transformed into aesthetic objects—see 



<3#1, <3#2, <3#3 and Formulation. The 
responses to the prompts, images, and 
poeticisms, that otherwise may have 
gone well ignored or forgotten, were 
made to stand before  the eyes, as 
though a memorial to the smaller 
earthquakes of the heart, the center 
which has no edge, that indicate by 
variation that at least something has 
occurred. 

And maybe something did. I’ve always 
thought that a text that could produce 
another text was the only worthwhile 
thing. Something undeniable, however 
abstract or ephemeral. And so now, 
there are only traces, little commotions. 
This is just a monument for a very small 
moment, a landscape backwards—
catalyst and memorial—, tracing and 
inscribed, not a failure so much as a 
sentence waiting to end. A hand that 
makes a mark, even if it only turns a 
page, now I may say “to write” and then 
claim to say nothing more.





<3#1



<3#2



<3#3



to trace a circle in the interior of which would come to be inscribed the 
outside of every circle





Are you there?

Please, if you will, take a deep breath slowly.

Assume control.







First:

Are you lonely?

Guess again.

Are you sure?





Tell me if I’m bothering you. I won’t be offended.

Honestly.

Go ahead.



Take a minute and think about a nice thing.



Tell yourself you’re pretty; something, anything,
really just anything to pass the time.

Consider it such a lovely beginning.







Start:

You’re walking down a road, a road unimportant, without stature—
unremarkable save for the trees that line it like baby teeth just waking 
from the bone--, and after some time you come upon a child; 
outstretched, taking in every falling ray, the child lies down in the center 



slowly turning the color of the dirt. When the child sees you it says: 
“You’re walking down this road, and after some time you step on me 
because you think I am the way instead of another rover.”





You can think of other things, honest.

Say a dirty word out loud.



Don’t be embarrassed.



I’m sorry. I’m getting to you.

It’s already been a long day.

Have a good thrill.

Cut your hair in a small way.

Politely refuse.





You’re finding yourself in the heart of a copse, traipsing the pattern a 



hawk makes overhead, in and out of view, dipping and disappearing 
between leaves, but then its wing straight, like the trail a plane cuts 
through blue air, dividing the sky perfectly in half. In these moments, 
these mirrors, you find a smallness that fits in your hand; you find in the 
grass, the grass bent beneath your muted step, a snake’s head just 
waiting, waiting in the maw made between an upsurge of earth—the 
work of a root—and the tread of your boot, writhing quite a hopeless 
seizure, so that when the light fades you are unsure which stride to take.

Do you wait, with the creature’s torque clearing a name in the soil, or go 
on and on, with the force your first step must remake, breaking the neck 
and spine and shape of the living letter’s shape? But now, now, it is too 
late. In reading, you have hesitated. From hence forward hesitation will 
be considered an unruly affirmation. It is far too late.









Imagine now, for me, a great tragedy.

Reduce that image to a single word.



Do you feel alright?

If there is someone nearby tell them they’re pretty.



Just this once.

Look them in the eye.



How can you expect the full effect if you pick and choose?



Submit.



You have a mouth full to the brim with dead or dying flies. You open 
your mouth to speak, and by speaking the flies pretend to soar. You’re 
spitting and sputtering, and every other things comes out of your mouth 
except the words you’re looking for.

You’re a hungry dog. That’s all you are.

You’re not seeking a bed. You live in the street. you crawl in and out of 



an urn at night. During the summer you roll in the warm sand and in the 
winter you embrace statues all covered with snow, practicing to endure 
anything.







Try again.

Shout “fuck.”

Scream: “Mon dieu, mon dieu, le monde est en feu!”

If someone bothers you, tell them I said it was okay.







You’re tracing a circle with your finger on the table, and, for a moment, 
you hesitate, you pretend inside the circle you memory is trapped, with 
every small thing you are wanting to forget arrayed around the edge.







Think to yourself:

You don’t know, but you know that you are going to have known.



Be quiet for just a moment.

Try again.



“Language is not an order.”

Try again.



Say to yourself aloud:

I am not master of language. I listen to it only in its effacement, effacing 



myself in it, towards this silent limit where it waits for one to lead it back 
in order to speak, there where presence fails as it fails there where 
desire carries it.



You’re cold. In fact, you’re freezing to death on the bank of a river, and 
you cleave your limbs to your core—like the axe handle clamors against 
its blood-same brother, the tree. You know this does not make the blood 
run faster; you know your hand over your heart will quake the same still-
cut distance found between even leaves; you know you do this because 



you know your limits will have a little talk over the table of night always 
set, just a warm piece of conversation, just a calm word, with fear.



Everything is further in the snow. Everything mattered more than it does 
now. Everything is a little bit your fault.





With your finger draw a coastline, like the twisted metal of a car, or, 
really, any form that comes to mind suddenly will do, like why you realize 
the hand that swings from over the carriage door grips the air, the palm, 
from afar, that resembles a bloodless, thumpless heart.











You are seeing morning touch the pasture, and the spirits rise off of the 
cows.





Repeat whatever it is that you just said.





Haunt the end of the world, and by that come to understand the mood of 
the verb.





Snow, light, computers.



You’re afraid to stop reading the news you’re afraid of.



You realize that to hope is, quite simply, to wait.





When you relinquish control, you can skip a beat.





It occurs to you, you do not know my name.





The mechanism of the machine is, quite simply, hope.









Skip a beat.

Celebrate a small moment.



Another.

Get a tattoo to remember it.



Understand your skin.

Touch it like you would your phone.













There’s no place you can go.





Nod your head gently.

It’s alright.





You can count, still, the smaller earthquakes of the heart.
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